Bible Quizzing Game on CD-ROM for AWANA

1 Game = $15
2 Games = $12 each
3-9 Games = $10 each
10+ Games = $8 each
**shipping not included
***ask about special rates for Share Store

See what people are saying about this game:

What a FUN product! The kids are gonna love it! Great win! A+ A+ A+!!!!

Great Seller! Software as described! Promptly shipped! God Bless! A++++++

This is an Bible Quizzing Game on CD-ROM designed for AWANA. This game was featured in the Signal Magazine of the Year 2000 Citation Award winners. JD Mackiewicz and Brian Hartsell have created a Quiz coaches’ dream come true. Combined, JD and Brian have 33 years of Awana experience. Both have received their Citation Awards and have competed 4 years each in the National Bible Quizzing Competition at Awana Clubs International Headquarters in Streamwood, IL. The game has many features. It can be 1-player or 2-player. Multiple choice answers can be given for each question if so desired. To simulate the speed round in quizzing, the question will either appear word by word on the screen or the computer will read the question to the player(s). Once a player buzzes in, the computer will stop reading. The first person to punch in on the keyboard gets to answer the question. Once a player buzzes in, he has up to 60 seconds to type the correct answer or time will expire and a wrong answer will be recorded. Points are awarded for correct answers and are deducted for incorrect answers. The GREAT feature about this game is that you can write or edit your own questions!!! However, we have ALL THE CLUB BOOKS finished, from Chums/Pals all the way up through AKX. We have started to add the T&T books and have completely finished Book 1 in all 3 versions. ALL COMPLETED BOOKS ARE INCLUDED ON 1 CD.

We have not yet compiled a full owner’s manual, however, an instruction sheet will accompany the game. Future versions can be downloaded from: www.QuizzingGame.com.

For AKX manuals there will be about 200 questions and for the Clubber and T&T manuals there will be approximately 100-140 questions covering the Rank and 1st drill or the first 4 Discoveries. JV covers the Team Units and the respective books through the first 2 sections. This means that in total over 3,000 questions have been written for this game. You can print these questions out and use them for your whole quizzing team as well!!

FEATURES ADDED include: 2nd player buzzing in for half the points and have your favorite background as a skin for the game. Also, it has the added ability of the computer playing against you in order to more accurately simulate Bible Quizzing with other teams. The newest version has a feature called, “You Be The Judge,” that will more accurately record correct answers.

If you would like more information you can contact the creators at: Brian@QuizzingGame.com or look for us on Ebay.